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t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S Efforts to study the development and function of the human cerebral cortex in health and disease have been limited by the availability of model systems. Extrapolating from our understanding of rodent cortical development, we have developed a robust, multistep process for human cortical development from pluripotent stem cells: directed differentiation of human embryonic stem (ES) and induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells to cortical stem and progenitor cells, followed by an extended period of cortical neurogenesis, neuronal terminal differentiation to acquire mature electrophysiological properties, and functional excitatory synaptic network formation. We found that induction of cortical neuroepithelial stem cells from human ES cells and human iPS cells was dependent on retinoid signaling. Furthermore, human ES cell and iPS cell differentiation to cerebral cortex recapitulated in vivo development to generate all classes of cortical projection neurons in a fixed temporal order. This system enables functional studies of human cerebral cortex development and the generation of individual-specific cortical networks ex vivo for disease modeling and therapeutic purposes.
The cerebral cortex is the integrative and executive center of the mammalian CNS, making up over three quarters of the human brain 1 . Diseases of the cerebral cortex are major causes of morbidity and mortality in children and adults, ranging from developmental conditions, such as epilepsy and autism, to neurodegenerative conditions occurring later in life, such as Alzheimer's disease. Much has been learned of the fundamental features of cerebral cortex development, function and disease from rodent models. However, the primate cortex, and particularly the human cerebral cortex, differs in several respects from that of the rodent 2 . In addition to a marked increase in the size of the cerebral cortex relative to the rest of the nervous system, these include the size, complexity and the nature of its developing stem cell populations 3 , an increase in the diversity of upper layers, late-born neuronal cell types, and the presence of primate-specific neuron types in deep layers 4 . Methods to model human cortical development in a controlled, defined manner from ES and iPS cells (collectively referred to as pluripotent stem cells, PSCs) have considerable potential to enable functional studies of human cortical development, circuit formation and function, and for constructing in vitro models of cortical diseases. Given that many of the major diseases of the cerebral cortex are diseases of synaptic function, a goal of the field is to generate cortical networks in vitro that closely resemble those found in vivo.
The cerebral cortex contains two major classes of neurons: approximately 80% are excitatory, glutamatergic projection neurons that are generated by cortical stem and progenitor cells, and the remaining 20% are GABAergic interneurons that are generated outside of the cortex and migrate in during development 5 . Glutamatergic projection neurons destined for the six layers of the adult cortex are generated in a stereotyped temporal order, with deep layer neurons being produced first and upper layer neurons being produced last 1 . In mice, this process takes approximately 6 d, whereas cortical neurogenesis in humans lasts for over 70 d (ref. 6 ). Once generated, the different classes of cortical projection neurons form local microcircuits between cortical layers 7 , as well as longer range intra-and extra-cortical connections, including corticospinal tract, corticothalamic and callosal projections 8, 9 .
Mouse ES cells have been shown to be competent to differentiate to cerebral cortex neurons in vitro [10] [11] [12] . However, a common problem for efforts to model cortical development is that, although production of deep layer, early-born neurons has been achieved, the complete program of cortical neurogenesis has not been executed from PSCs in culture. This is particularly true for human corticogenesis from ES cells, which has not yet been achieved in a defined, robust and efficient manner 12, 13 . It has been proposed that one reason for this failure is that directed differentiation from ES cells may not reproduce the complex stem and progenitor cell populations found in the cortex in vivo 13, 14 .
Although neuroepithelial ventricular zone cells are the primary stem and progenitor population of the cerebral cortex, at least two secondary progenitor cell populations, basal progenitor cells and outer radial glial cells (oRG), have been identified in mouse, ferret and humans [15] [16] [17] . All three groups of stem and progenitor cells appear to generate projection neurons [15] [16] [17] , and the increased numbers of oRG cells in the primate cerebral cortex has been proposed to make an important contribution to the increased size of the human cortex, as well as to the diversification of upper layer neuron types 16 . We therefore hypothesized that, to generate all classes of cortical projection neurons, we should aim to differentiate human PSCs to cortical stem and progenitor cells that mimic those seen in vivo and that would undergo the same temporal process of neurogenesis to generate projection neurons of all layers. On the basis of our current understanding of cerebral cortex development, we identified a set of key milestones for building human cortical networks in vitro: efficient, directed differentiation of human ES and t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S iPS cells to cortical stem and progenitor cells, genesis of all classes of cortical projection neurons from those stem and progenitor cells, in appropriate numbers and proportions, terminal neuronal differentiation, and synaptogenesis and network formation.
RESULTS

Differentiation to cortical stem cells is retinoid dependent
We explored a number of different approaches to direct differentiation of human ES cells to neural stem and progenitor cells of the cerebral cortex in monolayer culture, starting from previously described methods for neural induction using defined media 18, 19 . Cortical stem and progenitor cells were identified by their expression of the transcription factors Foxg1, Pax6, Otx1/2 and Tbr2. The final demonstration of cortical induction rested on the neuronal output from the neural stem and progenitor cells differentiated from human ES and iPS cells.
We found that combining retinoid signaling with inhibition of SMAD signaling to promote neural induction 19 directed differentiation of human ES cells to cerebral cortex stem and progenitor cells with high efficiency (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Using this approach, almost all of the cells (>95%) in the culture were Pax6-, Otx1/2-and vimentin-expressing cortical stem and progenitor cells 15 d after the initiation of neural induction (Fig. 1a-c) . Neural stem cell cultures derived by this approach expressed high levels of FOXG1 and EMX1 mRNA, subsequently expressed TBR2 (also known as EOMES) mRNA (Fig. 1b) , and did not express any of the ventrally or caudally expressed transcription factors that we tested (DLX1, NKX2. 1, HOXB4 and ISL1) . This is in contrast with rosettes ventralized by npg t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S the addition of the hedgehog agonist purmorphamine 20 , which expressed all of those genes and did not express EMX1 (Fig. 1b) .
We tested whether the dependency of cortical differentiation from human ES cells on retinoids generalized to other PSC lines, both ES and iPS cell lines. We differentiated two human ES cell lines and four iPS cell lines to neural stem cells using the method described here in the presence or absence of retinoids (Fig. 1d-p and Supplementary  Fig. 2 ). The two human ES cell lines were derived in two different institutions (H9 and Edi2) and the four iPS cell lines were derived by two different groups. In the absence of retinoids, cortical neural induction from human ES and iPS cells by dual SMAD inhibition was inefficient, as assessed by Pax6 expression (Fig. 1d-p) . Patches of Pax6-expressing cells were observed, accounting for approximately 25% of the cells in each culture (Fig. 1d) , but the majority of cells were Pax6 negative. In contrast, inclusion of retinoids (retinol acetate and all-trans retinol) resulted in robust, efficient differentiation of all of the cell lines to cortical neural stem and progenitor cells, with almost all of the cells expressing Pax6 (Fig. 1d) and Otx1/2 ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). This was the case for all human ES and iPS cell lines, independent of origin or derivation method.
Rosettes are polarized similarly to the cortical neuroepithelium In addition to the expression of transcription factor combinations unique to cortical stem and progenitor cells, the cortical neural rosette cells reported here displayed features characteristic of the cortical neuroepithelium in vivo. Human ES cell-derived neural stem cells form rosette structures following neural induction 21, 22 . Cortical rosettes also had obvious apico-basal polarity, localizing CD133 (also known as prominin), the transferrin receptor, aPKC and ASPM to the apical (luminal) extreme of each cell (Fig. 2a-l and Supplementary  Fig. 3 ). Furthermore, many mitoses were located at the apical, luminal surface of each rosette (Fig. 2a-c) , as occurs in vivo. They also localized centrosomes to the extreme apical end of each cell, typically extending into the central lumen of each rosette (Fig. 2m-o and Supplementary Fig. 3 ), a feature of cortical stem and progenitor cells in vivo. Confirming the parallels with the in vivo cortical neuroepithelium, two proteins that are found at adherens junctions in the cortex, ZO1 and N-cadherin 23 , were tightly localized at the apical, luminal surface of rosette cells (Fig. 2p-r) .
A signature feature of neuroepithelia is the process of interkinetic nuclear migration (IKNM), during which the location of the nucleus of each stem or progenitor cell moves during the cell cycle: the nuclei of G1 cells start at the apical surface and migrate toward the basal surface, undergoing S phase away from the ventricular and apical surface, before undergoing directed nuclear translocation during G2 and mitosis at the apical surface. The localization of M phase nuclei to the center of each rosette, at the apical surface, suggests that IKNM occurs in rosettes. To confirm this, we used time-lapse imaging of cell movements in cortical rosettes to observe nuclear movements and mitoses. Consistent with our phospho-histone H3 staining, many mitoses occurred at the apical, luminal surface ( Fig. 2s and Supplementary Movie). All apical mitoses were preceded by a G2 phase in which the nucleus moved from an abventricular position, typically several nuclear diameters away from the lumen of the rosette (Fig. 2s) . This G2 phase, apically directed movement typically occurred over a period of several hours. Mitoses were also observed at the periphery of rosettes (Fig. 2t) , consistent with the phospho-histone H3 staining (Fig. 2a-c) . (s) Phase-contrast still images, taken at 30-min intervals of an apically dividing cortical stem and progenitor cell in a human ES cell-derived cortical rosette. The yellow arrow indicates the nucleus of a neuroepithelial cell (green dot) that translocated apically, dividing into two daughter cells, one of which (yellow) remained at the center of the rosette, whereas the other (blue) migrated radially away to the periphery of the rosette. Scale bar represents 100 µm. (t) Phase-contrast images of a basal (abventricular) mitosis in the rosette shown in s. In this case, the cell indicated by the arrow and green dot underwent M phase at the periphery of the rosette. Scale bar represents 100 µm. . The radial glial cell (p) that expressed Pax6 protein (blue nucleus) had an apical process (red arrowhead, p) that contained a centrosome at its apical extreme (yellow arrow) and a long basal process (white arrowhead, p). In contrast, oRG cells (q,r), which also express Pax6 (blue nuclei), had a single basal process (white arrowheads) and their centrosomes were found in the cell body, near the nucleus (yellow arrows). Scale bars represent 25 µm (p) and 10 µm (q,r).
(s-u) Two types of mitotic progenitor cells were found in abventricular rosette locations: Pax6-expressing cells with phospho-vimentin + basal processes (white arrowheads, s,t) that did not express Tbr2 (white arrows, u), which correspond to oRG cells, and Pax6 − cells lacking basal processes (yellow arrows, t) that expressed Tbr2 (yellow arrowhead, u), which correspond to basal progenitor cells. Scale bars represent 20 µm (s-u).
npg t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S
Cortical rosettes reconstitute stem cell population complexity In the developing cerebral cortex in vivo, the main population of cortical stem cells forms a polarized, pseudostratified neuroepithelium, whereas secondary populations of progenitor cells are found in the inner SVZ and oSVZ 15, 17 . The neural stem cells derived by our method consisted of more than one population of stem and progenitor cells: the majority of cells in the rosettes were Pax6 + , Otx + , Ki67 + , apico-basally polarized cells with radial processes (Figs. 2a-c and 3a-c) . However, as in vivo, there was a second population of Tbr2 + , Ki67 + basal progenitor cells at the periphery of each rosette (Fig. 3d-i) . Although approximately half of the Tbr2 + cells were Ki67 + cycling progenitor cells (Fig. 3d-f) , the other half (e) Astrocytes (S100, red) were generated at a relatively late stage in this system (day 70, as shown here), as also occurred during in vivo development. Scale bar represents 50 µm. (f) GFAP expression followed S100 expression in developing astrocytes; white arrows denote GFAP + , S100 + cells and yellow arrowheads denote GFAP − , S100 + cells at day 90. npg t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S were newly born, doublecortin + neurons (Fig. 3g-i) , as seen in the developing human cortex in vivo 15 . The Tbr2 + population comprised an average of 15% of the cells in each rosette at day 25 ( Fig. 3m) , of which over 40% were Ki67 + progenitor cells (Fig. 3n) that would contribute substantially to the neuronal output from the stem and progenitor cell populations. Confirming the presence of both apical and basal progenitor cell populations, mitotic stem and progenitor cells were found both apically, at the rosette lumen, and in substantial numbers displaced from the rosette lumen (average of 30%; Fig. 3j-l,o) . In humans and other mammals, including rodents, there are two separate populations of secondary progenitor cells in vivo 15 : basal or intermediate progenitor cells, which are Tbr2 + , Pax6 − and lack a basal process, including during mitosis, and outer radial glial (oRG) cells, which are Pax6 + , Tbr2 − and have an obvious basal process 24 . We used two different approaches to investigate the diversity of basal progenitor cells in this system. First, we transiently expressed GFP in rosette cells to delineate their morphology, and combined this with immunostaining for Pax6 and the centrosomal protein gammatubulin (Fig. 3p-r) . Pax6-expressing cells with both apical and basal processes and a single centrosome localized to the end of the apical process, defining features of radial glial cells, were commonly found (Fig. 3p) . In addition, Pax6-expressing cells with a single basal process and their centrosomes in the cell body, near the nucleus, were also observed, consistent with oRG cells (Fig. 3q,r) . Second, we stained for either Pax6 and phospho-vimentin or Tbr2 and phosphovimentin to define the phenotypes of cells with basal processes in M phase (Fig. 3s-u) . We found that cells with obvious phosphovimentin + processes were also Pax6 + , whereas round mitotic cells (l,m) Birthdating by BrdU administration revealed that upper layer, Satb2 + neurons were generated from cortical stem and progenitor cells at late stages (as late as day 90) in this system. BrdU addition for 48 h at day 50, followed by collection 7 d later (l), revealed that the majority of Tbr1 + deep layer neurons had already been generated at this stage, with only a small number of Tbr1 + , BrdU + neurons being present (white arrows, L), whereas no Satb2 + neurons had differentiated. In contrast, BrdU administration at day 90, followed by cell analysis at day 100, showed that large numbers of Satb2 + neurons were generated from mitotic stem and progenitor cells at this stage (yellow arrows, m). Scale bar represents 50 µm.
(n) Relative proportions of different classes of cortical projection neurons generated from humans ES cell and iPS cell lines. Approximately equal proportions of deep and upper layer neurons were generated from all lines.
npg t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S lacking processes were Tbr2 + . These results indicate that both basal progenitor cells and oRG cells develop in this system.
Excitatory glutamatergic neurons generated before glia Cortical neurogenesis, stimulated by the withdrawal of FGF2 from the culture medium, occurred over 2 months following neural induction from human ES and human iPS cells (Fig. 4a) . This is consistent with the approximately 70-d period of cortical neurogenesis in humans 6 , compared with the 6-d cortical neurogenetic period in mice 25 . PSCderived cortical stem and progenitor cells generated glutamatergic projection neurons, including Reelin-expressing neurons (Fig. 4b) and no detectable GABAergic interneurons (Fig. 4c) . Although GABAergic interneurons were not generated under cortical induction conditions, cortical rosettes were plastic at early stages with respect to regional identity: treatment with the hedgehog signaling agonist, purmorphamine, ventralized the rosettes, resulting in the genesis of GAD67 + GABAergic interneurons ( Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5) . The initial wave of neurogenesis included reelin-expressing (Fig. 4b) and deep, Tbr1-expressing layer 6 projection neurons, confirming the cortical identity of the rosettes (Fig. 4d) . Rosettes began to generate astrocytes relatively late in the process, with S100 + astrocytes appearing around day 60 and increasing in numbers over the subsequent 40 d (Fig. 4e-g ). Reflecting the heterogeneity of astrocytes and the lack of known robust, pan-astrocyte expressed proteins 26 , we observed GFAP + and S100 + cells and GFAP − and S100 + cells at day 90 (Fig. 4f) .
To further assess the differentiation of PSC-derived cortical neurons, we used the cortical slice culture assay 27 to analyze their ability to migrate, terminally differentiate and orient in the mouse cerebral cortex (Fig. 4h) . Dissociated PSC-derived neurons were plated on coronal slices of developing mouse brain (embryonic day 14.5) and cultured for 14 d. Human PSC-derived cortical neurons survived in large numbers in the mouse cortex and extended abundant neurites (Fig. 4i,j) . Notably, the majority (>90%) of human neurons oriented radially in the developing mouse cortex, orthogonal to the ventricular surface (Fig. 4k,l) , with a subset aligning tangentially in the marginal zone (Fig. 4i,j) . Finally, human PSC-derived neurons maintained their layer identity when cultured in mouse cortex, with many, for example, expressing the layer 6 transcription factor Tbr1 (Fig. 4m,n) .
Neurogenesis recapitulates in vivo development
Glutamatergic projection neurons of the adult cortex are generated in a stereotyped temporal order, with deep layer neurons produced first and upper layer neurons produced last. In rodents, cortical glutamatergic neurons of different laminar fates and projection types can be defined by their expression of different transcription factor combinations ( Fig. 5a ; for reviews, see refs. 28,29): Tbr1 + , CTIP2 − (low or absent) layer 6 corticothalamic projection neurons 30 , CTIP2 + , Tbr1 − layer 5 subcortical projection neurons 31 , Cux1 + , Brn2 + layer 2-4 neurons 32 , and Satb2 + layer 2-4 callosal projection neurons 33, 34 .
We used the expression of these factors in neurons to study the time course of cortical projection neuron subtype differentiation from PSCs over a 70-d interval, beginning from the withdrawal of FGF2 (Fig. 5b) . Deep, layer 6 neurons (Tbr1 + ) appeared first, followed by CTIP2-expressing layer 5 and 6 neurons (Fig. 5b-e) . Upper layer, Brn2 + and Cux1 + callosal projection (layer 2-4) neurons differentiated subsequently, beginning between days 25-30, with Satb2 expression appearing late, between days 65 and 80 (Fig. 5b,f-h) . The same temporal order of projection neuron production was observed from four different human iPS cell lines (Fig. 5i-k) .
In contrast with mouse, in which cortical neurogenesis is compressed into a 6-d period, human cortical neurogenesis is thought to span almost 100 d 6 . To confirm that upper layer genesis from cortical stem and progenitor cells in this system occurs over a similar timeframe, we used BrdU birthdating to analyze the neuronal output from day 50 and day 90 cultures (Fig. 5l,m) . In each case, BrdU was administered for 48 h to label cycling stem and progenitor cells and their progeny, and the neuronal output at each stage analyzed 7 d later. Birthdating at day 50 revealed that almost all Tbr1 + neurons had been produced by this stage, as few BrdU + and Tbr1 + neurons were observed. Furthermore, no Satb2 + , BrdU + upper layer neurons had been produced at this stage (Fig. 5l) . In contrast, birthdating at day 100 revealed that the majority of neurons generated at this stage were Satb2 + upper layer neurons (Fig. 5m) . We conclude that cortical neurogenesis in this system follows the same temporal order as occurs in vivo and extends at least as late as day 90.
The combinations of transcriptions factors described above were used to quantify the proportions of different cortical projection neuron types after 70 d in culture. Notably, roughly equal numbers of deep and superficial layer neurons were present in this system (Fig. 5n) , in contrast with previous reports of reduced production of upper layer neurons from mouse ES cells 11 and the minimal production of upper layer neurons in human ES cell-derived aggregate cultures 12 . Again, the proportions of different projection neuron subtypes generated from human ES cells and four different human iPS lines were notably similar (Fig. 5n) . npg t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S PSC-derived cortical neurons acquire mature electrical properties We first confirmed that PSC-derived cortical projection neurons differentiate as functional neurons (Fig. 6a,b) . Whole-cell patchclamp recordings from individual cells (total n = 54 neurons) revealed the presence of voltage-gated sodium currents, blocked by tetrodotoxin, and voltage-gated potassium currents, a transient component of which was blocked by 4-aminopyridine. Thus, PSCderived cortical neurons, from both human ES cells and iPS cells, terminally differentiated appropriately to excitable cells (Fig. 6a,b and Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
Cortical projection neurons terminally differentiate over days and weeks in the neonatal rodent cortex to develop mature firing properties 35 . A similar process occurs in primary cultures of rodent cortical neurons 36 . As human ES cell-and iPS cell-derived cortical neurons aged in vitro, their ability to fire bursts of action potentials in response to current injection increased with time ( Fig. 6c) : young (day 28, n = 3) neurons typically fired a single action potential, whereas older (day 49, n = 4) neurons fired up to five action potentials during step current injection. By day 65, many neurons (n = 32) robustly fired trains of action potentials when stimulated with steps of current injection. This maturation process was observed in both human ES cell-and iPS cell-derived cortical neurons (Fig. 6d,e and  Supplementary Fig. 5) , and is similar to the maturation process that occurs in vivo 35 .
PSC-derived cortical neurons form functional excitatory synapses
Synaptogenesis is the critical step in neural network formation. The formation of physical synapses among PSC-derived cortical projection neurons was detected using super-resolution (structured illumination) microscopy to visualize pre-and postsynaptic protein localization. Synapses were defined as regions of hundreds of nanometers in diameter found on or near dendrites (detected by MAP2 staining) where proteins specific to the pre-and postsynaptic compartments were juxtaposed (Fig. 7a-f and Supplementary Fig. 7) . Two different pairs of pre-and postsynaptic proteins were used to identify synapses: PSD-95, enriched at the excitatory, glutamatergic postsynaptic density, and synaptophysin, a major synaptic vesicle protein, and Homer1, a widely expressed postsynaptic density protein, and the presynaptic protein Munc13-1. Foci of PSD-95 in the 100-nm size range were abundant on or near the surface of dendrites of neurons generated from both human ES cells and iPS cells (Fig. 7a,b) . Juxtaposed, but non-overlapping, ~100-nm foci of presynaptic (synaptophysin, Munc13-1) and postsynaptic (PSD-95, Homer1) proteins were also abundant in cultures of both human ES cell-and iPS cell-derived cortical neurons as early as day 28 (Fig. 7c-f and Supplementary Fig. 7) . Quantifying the proportions of PSD-95 foci that were juxtaposed to foci of postsynaptic synaptophysin in four human iPS cell lines and one human ES cell line revealed that approximately 90% of PSD-95 foci were in close approximation to synaptophysin foci (defined as npg t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S either directly abutting or in one PSD-95 diameter, approximately 100 nm) in all cell lines, indicating that most PSD-95 protein foci represent physical synapses (Fig. 7g) .
To test whether the observed physical synapses are functional and to characterize their relative maturity, we used whole-cell patch-clamp recording to detect miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs), in cultures between days 45 and 100 (total n = 48 neurons). In cultures generated from all of the human ES cell and iPS cell lines, mEPSCs with 5-10 pA amplitudes were frequently detected (Fig. 7h,i and Supplementary Fig. 8) . The mEPSCs were blocked by the AMPA receptor blocker 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX; Fig. 7h,i) .
In complementary experiments, we analyzed and pharmacologically characterized evoked postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) in human ES cell-and iPS cell-derived cortical cultures between days 50 and 80 (Fig. 7j) . Using an extracellular stimulating electrode, we found that all of the evoked PSPs were excitatory (n = 9 neurons, mean peak amplitude = 6.2 ± 1.6 mV; Fig. 7j) . They had decay time constants typical of nonNMDA receptor-mediated excitatory PSPs (EPSPs) in cortical neurons (30-50 ms) and could be entirely and reversibly blocked by application of 50 µM CNQX (control amplitude = 3.8 ± 1.0 mV; CNQX amplitude = 0 ± 0 mV; n = 4 neurons, P < 0.05; Fig. 7j) . Finally, the evoked PSPs showed no attenuation in the presence of 50 µM d(-)-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (AP5, n = 2 neurons; Fig. 7j ): the mean PSP amplitudes for each neuron were 16.3 ± 1.9 mV and 6.0 ± 0.5 mV before AP5 addition, whereas the mean PSP amplitudes with AP5 treatment were 20.4 ± 0.8 mV (control comparison, P > 0.1) and 6.56 ± 0.9 mV (control comparison, P > 0.6), respectively. These findings indicate that human PSC-derived cortical neurons efficiently form functional glutamatergic synapses as early as day 50. Notably, the synapses analyzed at this stage were not nascent, immature synapses, as they contained functional AMPA receptors with no detectable NMDA contribution.
DISCUSSION
We developed a robust and efficient system that recapitulates important stages in human cortical development from PSCs. This process consists of a number of distinct steps: the directed differentiation of human PSCs to form a complex population of cortical stem and progenitor cells, an extended period of cortical neurogenesis, a late phase of astrocyte genesis, neuronal terminal differentiation to acquire mature electrophysiological properties, and synaptogenesis and network formation. In contrast with previous studies of directed differentiation of mouse ES cells 11, 12 , the diversity of cortical projection neurons is reproduced in this system, with approximately equal proportions of both deep (early born) and upper (late born) layer neurons generated over several months in culture.
The critical step in this process is the highly efficient differentiation of human PSCs to cortical neural stem and progenitor cell rosettes and the genesis of apical and basal progenitor cells in this system. It has been proposed, on the basis of studies directing differentiation of mouse ES cells to cortical projection neurons, that certain developmental principles are likely to govern the formation of cortical tissues from PSCs in all species. In particular, retinoids are generally thought to pattern cortical tissue to caudal and/or ventral identities in a concentration-dependent manner 14, 37 , whereas inhibition of hedgehog signaling is thought to be required to block the acquisition of ventral telencephalic identities 11 .
We found that directed differentiation of human PSCs to cerebral cortex stem and progenitor cells does not adhere to those general concepts: inhibition of sonic hedgehog did not promote cortical induction from human PSCs (data not shown), and retinoids were required for efficient cortical induction from human PSCs under the neural induction conditions that we used. This finding is consistent with the regulation by retinoids of the transition from neural stem cell expansion to neurogenesis in the mouse cerebral cortex 38 and the retinoid dependency of the derivation of glutamatergic neurons from mouse ES cells 10 . It is questionable whether this mouse-human difference in corticogenesis reflects true in vivo species differences in the pathways for cortical induction and patterning from the embryonic neural tube. It is more likely that it reflects the known differences between mouse and human ES cells, which in turn determine the differing requirements for neural induction from ES cells of each species 39 .
Following the establishment of cortical neural rosettes, fundamental principles of neural development appear to govern the competence of those cells to generate complex populations of cortical projection neurons in a cell-intrinsic manner 40 . Primary mouse cortical stem and progenitor cells generate projection neurons when grown at clonal density in vitro, although they produce many fewer upper layer, lateborn neurons in vitro than they do in vivo 41 . Withdrawal of mitogenic FGF2, which can be used to expand rosette cells, promotes the onset of neurogenesis in this system. The temporal order of genesis of projection neurons of each layer is preserved in this system: deep, layer 6 neurons are the first to appear, whereas layer 2/3 neurons are the last neurons generated, followed by astrocytes. In contrast with mouse, where cortical neurogenesis takes place over a 6-d interval 42 , human cortical neurogenesis continues for approximately 100 d in vivo 6 . We found that the period of genesis of projection neurons in this system approximates that seen in the human embryo: deep layer 6 neurons were generated within days of the onset of neurogenesis, whereas upper layer, Satb2-expressing corticofugal neurons did not begin to appear until approximately 60 d later and continued to be generated from cortical stem and progenitor cells as late as day 90.
The ability to generate all classes of cortical projection neurons by directed differentiation of PSCs is likely to be a result of the presence of apical and basal progenitor cell types in cortical rosettes. We observed three distinct populations of cortical stem and progenitor cells in human PSC-derived cortical rosettes. Many cells in rosettes were Pax6 + , Otx + , Ki67 + , apico-basally polarized cells with radial processes, which undergo IKNM and apical mitoses. A second, substantial population of stem and progenitor cells underwent basal mitoses and was composed of two subpopulations: a Tbr2 + , Ki67 + , Pax6 − population that lacks basal processes and a Pax6 + , Tbr2 − population with lengthy basal processes. These populations approximated to the three known populations of stem and progenitor cells in the developing human cortex: ventricular zone neuroepithelial cells, basal progenitor cells and oRG cells 15 . The populations of stem and progenitor cells generated in this system were competent to reliably generate the diversity of projection neuron types found in the human cortex in vivo, suggesting that the complexity of human cortical progenitor cell types is captured by this system.
A goal of stem cell biology and regenerative medicine, as applied to the nervous system, is to create ex vivo models of neural networks that closely resemble those found in vivo. In this system, we found that human PSC-derived cortical neurons began to form physical synapses before the genesis of astrocytes, and that this process continued after the appearance of glia. These synapses were functional, glutamatergic and AMPA receptor mediated as early as day 50. Nascent glutamatergic synapses go through an early phase in which they contain primarily NMDA receptors with little or no AMPA receptor contribution, and then subsequently recruit AMPA receptors 43 . We found that spontaneous mEPSCs and evoked PSPs were AMPA mediated in this system, indicating that these synapses had progressed beyond npg t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S the initial, immature stage. It is noteworthy that we did not observe GABAergic interneuron genesis in this system, reflecting the fact that almost all GABAergic interneurons are generated subcortically and migrate into the cortex 5, 44 . Engineering cortical circuits from PSCs is likely to require the addition of inhibitory interneurons to those developing networks, cells that can be generated by treatment of the cortical rosettes with ventralizing morphogens.
The ability to model cortical development from cortical induction through to excitatory synapse and network formation will enable future functional studies of human cortical development and can be exploited to produce specific cortical cell types, such as corticospinal motor neurons. As this approach is equally efficient using human ES cells and iPS cells, individual-specific cortical neurons can be generated for disease modeling and, potentially, therapeutic purposes. One aim of human cortical development and disease modeling is the generation of models that approximate closely with the in vivo cortex, in terms of the specificity of circuits formed and the laminar organization of the different projection neuron types. This will be particularly important for diseases of cortical synaptic function, including epilepsy, schizophrenia and cognitive impairment in dementia. Now that it is established that there is no intrinsic obstacle to generating the different classes of projection neurons from PSCs in culture and that those neurons form functional synapses and networks, it will be of interest to explore the potential of this system for engineering human cortical circuits to better model human cortical function and disease pathogenesis.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/natureneuroscience/.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
